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Lie have investigated d.c. and a.c. properties of Josephson junctions
with semiconducting barrier.
for the commonly used semiconductor barrier thickness range,
Pb-GeTe-Pb junctions exhibit normal tunneling or superconductive
tunneling according to whether the GeTe barrier is amorphous or
crystalline.
Laser pulse irradiation is employed for GeTe recrystallisation
to reduce junction area and to minimize diffusion.
bmall junction is obtained which has high critical current
density and high IJRNN figure of merit.
Large constant voltage current steps are obtained under U wave
radiation, showing strong response to the e.m. wave.
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There has been active research interest in the applications of
Josephson junctions. While the S-I-S (superconductor-- insulator--
superconductor) oxide junction characteristics are difficult to
control in the fabrication procedure, the S-S'-S (superconductor--
semiconductor-- superconductor) junctions offer various advantages
over the oxide junctions.
The lower potential barrier allows the use of thicker barrier
> 10 nm) than the very thin insulating oxide barrier ('1-1 nm),
and hence allows the characteristics more reproducible and controllable.
For superconducting memory unit and logic circuit switching
elements, self-resonances limit the usable switching time of
S-I-S junctions. S-S'-S junctions do not have these internal resonances
because of their higher damping in the barrier and hence lower
Q-factor.
S S'-S junctions also provide more effective damping of Plasma
oscillations and will therefore have shorter switching time [1].
The high frequency applications include detection, monochromatic
generation, mixing and parametric amplification for practically
any frequency up to infra-red. Use in the microwave frequency range
is convenienced with MIC (microwave integrated circuit) technology.
With thicker barrier, the lower capacitance S-S'-S junctions are
expected to give improved high frequency coupling [2].
However, both the doCo and a,c« properties of S-S'-S
junctions have not been well established with the previous
experimental studies. There were also technological difficultie
with the previous investigations |_2J 0
GeTe film on the conventional substrates can be completely
recrystallized by thermal means and the crystallized GeTe has
high conductivity If] o We have also obtained metal induced recrystall-
isation for GeTe on Pb film. GeTe is also a superconductor with
lower T |7J© Josephson tunneling data for S-GeTe-S junctions
would allow quantitative comparison of the proximity effect and
the T1 value for GeTe, but work on such junctions has not been
reported by other workers. Tn an earlier communication, we had
mentioned about quasi-particle tunneling in S-GeTe-S junctions 18 J.
Here, we report on our investigations with these junctions.
For S-S'-S Josephson junctions, although the theoretical
advantage of using the semiconducting barrier in a.c. Josephson
is well known, the microwave properties of such sandwich-type
junctions have not been reported. It is also one of our objectives
to investigate the microwave response of our S-GeTe-S junctions
using resonator coupling- with MIC«
For Ge barrier, the previous results were seemingly
different. Quasi-particle tunneling 13!» Josephson tunneling wit
—»
anormously high current density k, and Josephson tunneling with
characteristics similar to oxide junctions 15jwere reported. We
3
have investigated Ge barrier, taking into account the thickness,
the doping level, and the crystallisation of the Germanium, as
well as the characteristics of imperfect junctions. We found
that Ge is not suitable as a semiconducting barrier for Josephsor
tunneling. Technological limitations include the degree of
crystallisation and the solid solubility of dopant to lower the
resistivity and the barrier height. These will be discussed
elsewhere (Appendix IV).
4II. BACKGROUND
Josephson junctions can have the form of a tunneling junction
or many other weak-link junctions, but we shall concentrate our
investigations on tunneling junctions. The tunneling barrier
can be an insulator, semiconductor or normal metal, and such
sandwiches are commonly denoted as S-I-S, S-S'-S and S-N-S
respectively.
In the macroscopic quantum mechanical approach, Josephson
tunneling is regarded as coherent transition between two
quantum levels of a system described by a macrowave. The
situation is analogous to that of a laser.
In the phenomenological approach, a Josephson junction consists
of two superconductors weakly coupled together and the relations
are semiclassical but verified by experiments.
We shall mainly use the phenomenological relations, bearing
in mind that they have support from the macroscopic quantum
mechanical approach, which in turn has been justified. A
review of these formal derivations has been given by Rogovin
and Scully [9]
2.1 Background dc Josephson effect relations
The total current density for a Josephson junction consists
of the following three terms:
pair term quaiparticle interference
term term
where which arises from quasiparticle-pair interference
effect , is negative.
The present models have included only the first two terms,
which will be discussed below. It will be more convenient to
discuss in terms of current.
Superconductive tunneling cooper pairs through a thin barrier
or weak link gives rise to zero voltage pair current
where Ij: critical current
macroscopic phase difference across the
barrier
for current
With finite voltage aross the barrier, there is also a
quasi-particle tunneling current
The normal tunneling can be represented by the following
approximate relation [_12[
where V; is the d.c. voltage
is the gap voltage
is the energy gap of the superconducting electrodes
i is a constant for a given characteristic
The switching at current bias between zero and non-zero voltage
can be hysteretic or non-hysteretic, characterised by the hysteresis
parameter
where is the reverse switching current.
This is related to Stewart's damping factor, which is defined by
[121
where C; Junction capacitance
is the flux quantum
2e: charge of a Cooper pair
For n= 1, this is related to McCumber's parameter j 13] by
Hysteresis, i.e. am-C 1 can be caused by junction capacitance
although self-heating effects flJ can also be the cause, with 3 (a)
curve differing only slightly from 3c(am) for n= 1.
y
McDonald et al. j 15| introduced a similar damping factor
where t= R C
R: Normal tunneling resistance
and t is given by
Starting from the Werthamer tunneling theory |16 J for small
junction at T= 0 K, they calculated the I- characteristics
numerically. With increasing damping, hysteresis decreases
(a—) with more i current component below, and the Riedel peak
m p g'
|jL7 J,i.e. enhancement of i near 2 A, becomes more pronounced.F
With a model to include the superconducting electrodes, they
showed that both odd and even subharmonic energy gap structures
with cusplike and steplike appearances respectively are exhibited du
to self-detection of a.c. Josephson effect.
Another asnect of tunnel i rip- meepnmement i.q tVinl
Hi
dv for norma
tunneling gives a measure of the density of states ,2
dV'
_ measurements are
used to investigate fine structures
Ambegokar and Baratoff (l8|showed from microscopic theory the
theoretical value of I-(T) for S-I-S junction with identical weak-
nounlin smerconductors
FultonMcCumber j 19 j showed a reduction factor is needed with
strong-coupling superconductors.
T (H) ffr-art.i nri raf.f.prn
For rectangular junction with H applied in the plane of the
barrier and normal to one of the rectangular edge, Ij(H) possesses the
Fraunhofer interference pattern 120 1.
where I_M is the maximum I (H) value
is the magnetic flux enclosed in the junctioi
This holds only for small junction, for which
: Josephson penetration deptl
innrf T Ars ur-i
For higher Ij junctions, the self-field L21, 22] due to the
Josephson current itself causes the diffraction pattern to be tilted
For wide junction, which ha , the transverse variation o:
0 becomes significant so that the overall I_(H) pattern has a numbe:
of the first periods averaged out to give a smoothed triangular shap
ther
Imperfect junctions have microshort(s). With only a single short
or one dominating short, Ij is practically insensitive to H due to
too small a magnetic flux enclosed by the very tiny area of the short.
With multiple microshorts, the imperfect junction are effectively
Josephson junctions in parallel and the Ij(H) exhibits the Mercereau
effect (23!, also known as SLUG j2k[ behaviour.
9 9 pr Jnsp-nhron pffprt rplatinns
At non-zero voltage, the junction radiates at a frequency of j 10J
The most convenient frequency range at the present technology
is the microwave frequency range.
Under an externally applied microwave radiation of frequency
the junctions radiation can become chase-locked to or its
harmnni r.p
so that the static I-V characteristic has microwave induced stens
1231 at
The current step heights depend on Ij-
It can also exhibit fiske fliode j_26 j of self induced current steps
at internal cavity resonance when
where L: length of barriar
(27j
is the wavelength in free space
relative permitivity of barrier
thickness of barrier
London penetration depth
Coupling of microwave radiation to the junction can be improved
by means of an external cavitv 01 fusing the resoncance frequency of
the internal cavity itself.
III. REVIEW AND INTERPRETATION OF PREVIOUS WORK
3.1 Oxide barrier junctions: Present state of art
The work up to 1971 had been reviewed in Solymerfs book
In short, the experimental results of oxide junctions agree with
the theoretical relations in the preceding section. In this section,
we shall discuss other additional aspects and we shall concentrate
on Pb-based tunnel junctions, which can be measured at the convenient
temperature of k.2. K with liquid Helium. Nb, although having even
higher Tc and 2 A, suffers from complex oxode formation of several
forms and is difficult to give uniform barrier and more ideal I-V
characteristic.
The oxide thickness for S-I-S Josephson junctions is only 2 nm.
Being only 10 atomic layers thick, the barrier can deteriorate
unless the junction is stored at 77 K.
Pb-PbO -Pb junctions are especially unstable above cryogenic
temperatures or against thermal cycles. This could be due to the
instability of the oxide and the diffusion of oxygen away from
the barrier. Pb also has very high atomic diffussivity and forms
hillocks [29J by recrystallization mechanism even at room temperature,
resulting in shorted junctions.
Today, various fabrication techniques have been tried out in
various laboratories to aim at more thermally stable, rugged and
reproducible junctions with good yield for possible widespread use.
They are not always reproducible among different laboratories and the
mechanism has not been fully understood.
At N3S, they use relatively thin Pb film of 200 nm thickness
and oxidise the Pb in 0 atmosphere at 60°C fj0] Apparently, the
mass transfer for hillock formation is less energetically favoured
with this Pb film thickness. If exposed to air for oxidation,
adsorption of on Pb surface and grain boundaries will inhibit
oxidation and cause shorts.
With dilute Pb-In alloy film as base electrode, In concentrates on
the surface and can suppress hillock formation [29~]. In also
forms stable oxide InO• Lahiri added Au to the alloy and further
improves the stability of the junctions [31.]. Au seggregates out
at grain boundaries to inhibit hillock formation.
Due to the high potential barrier of insulating oxide, the
maximum Josephson current density, J, depends strongly on barrier
thickness dfor Pb-PbO -Pb junctions [32~j
exp 1 mrr
where d is in nm
The difficulty to fabricate junctions with reproducible
characteristic is anticinated-
has a higher conductance. Niemeyer and Kose 133, 3k j
obtained very high Jj for small junction using Pb-In alloy as base
electrode. Oxide thickness was controlled by varying the oxidation
temperature. This in turn varies 0. and hence the damping factor Tjg_
13
Their results agree with the calculations of McDonald et al. [15]
The investigations of a.c. properties of Josephson junctions
had been hindered by coupling problems and were mostly limited to
point-contact or other weak-link junctions.
The application of MIC technology to thin-film Josephson
junctions [35] has speeded up these broad areas of experimental work
for tunnel junctions at microwave frequencies.
The high frequency coupling to tunnel junctions can also be
improved with either internal or external resonator coupling.
The high frequency properties of thin-film tunnel junctions
and junction arrays are being extensively studied. Frequency
mixing, coherent generation and emission and 2e/h standard applications
are of current interest.
It was realized that the MIC technology can join with the
internal resonator coupling technique [36]. However, the geometrical
restrictions imposed on the self-resonant junctions for the desired
frequency range may sometimes be inconvenient. The internal resonance
frequency is also temperature dependent.
-co overcome these problems, the use of the more controllable
external microstrip resonator in MIC is being developed [37].
In such cases, small junctions are used so that the resonance frequency
of each junction lies far above the working frequeney range
In contrast to S-N-S junctions, oxide junctions have higher
resistances for practical junction areas. This provides a more
convenient output voltage for small current bias, and makes the
2e
oxide junctions suitable for—voltage standard. Microwave
induced steps for Pb-PbO -Pb junctions at voltages approachingX
10 mV have been achieved to maintain the voltage standard at KBS
(37,38].
The current step voltage for a single junction is limited by
the limit, which can well be approached in oxide junctions.
compromise between noise, which inreases with ,and Joule heating
has to be made.
Another trend of current interest are the Josephson logic
and memory devices, ultilizing the hysteretic characteristic.
The work up to 1976 has been reviewed by Zapple [39]-
Here tunnel junction is preferred to weak-link junctions
because of its high resistance below Various logic devices
and memory cells ultilizing oxide junctions were achieved. They
2
have the much faster operational time of~ 10 ps than any other
type of computer elements at present.
The switching time of an oxide junction depends on HC and is
therefore limited by junction capacitance. The concept of
Quantum interference has been applied to the Josephson memory
cell (ftd
In the interferometer version, faster speed will be possible
by reducing the size of the junctions.
Single flux-quantum memory cells have been achieved (ffl, f2j.
Theory also shows that the Quantum interference Josephson logic
devices are capable of more flexible operations.
Today, the technology is being explored for the potential
large scale ultra-fast computing system.
Most of these work ultilize oxide tunnel junctions. Our
present understanding and technology of the semiconductor
barrier counterpart are lagging behind.
3.2 Semiconductor-barrier; junctioris— Review and systematic
interpretation of previous results
In this section, we shall first exhaust the common features
of S-S'-S junctions including a short review of spurious
currents and the anomalous features. We shall then review
the previous results with a systematic model for interpretation.
3.2.1 Review of 1-S characteristics
The following features of S-S; -S junctions have been reported:
1. Superconductive cooper pair tunneling
The d.c. Josephson effect may not be observable unless the
tunneling probability is sufficiently large to be unaffected
by thermal fluctuations.
2. Quasiparticle tunneling across the barrier
The current has a jump at V given by Of)
I. R
lump
for T 0 K.
Quasiparticle tunneling is otherwise independent of
temperature except for
Vg( T) e
It is commonly observed with a wide class of barriers
and is most clearly observed with thin barriers of high
barrier height and resistivity so that other spurious
conduction processes have less contributions. Typically,
d~ 10 nm.
Most deposited Sf materials do not form continuous
layers and oxidation of pinholes [M] is required. However,
Carbon is reported to be able to form a continuous film for
nm and can also fill pinholes of other barriers L«'l.
Photosensitive quasiparticle tunneling has only been reported
for CdS tm CdSe 6l PbS (65j Te and Se ft?] barriers. It is
observable only for those photoconductors which exhibit conductivity









Subharmonic structures at for both odd and even n( see also
Appendix I
Longitudinal optical phonon structures of the barrier due to
interaction of tunneling electrons with LO phonons. The structures
are more pronounced in S-I-S'-S junctions. They have been
observed for barrier materials of Ge, PbS, ZnS, CdS (65l CdS
with x= 0 1 (J?2jand eL7 However, tunneling electron-magnon
interactions have not yet been reported-
Current due to thermally excited carriers, which increases with
increasing temperature and decreasing barrier height,
Schottky tunneling150J current which increases rapidly at
It has been reported for C barrier junction with the low
29 meV M
Excess current peak near sum of half-energy gaps voltage
of electrodes.
Zero bias anomaly (ZBA)
Two step tunneling via superconducting particles embedded in
the barrier. This is especially prominent in nonstoichiometrically
deposited barrier such as CdS [51,610 1 an he effect has been
convencingly illustrated using Al-CdS-Cd-CdS-Al junctions {pH
Spurious currents and anomalies
5 and 6, together with the following 2 tunneling relations for
N-S'-N junctions retangular barrier, are used to partly account for
spurious currents for
The low voltage conductance decreases exponentially as
exp
where m: effective mass of the tunnel electron.
The tunnel current depends also on V [53]
sinh
so that the non-linearity of the I-V curve is evident for
There have been good agreement for the materials CdS and CdSe
when the electrodes are superconducting.
These relations are primarily N-S'-N relations with rectangular
barriers and should oftly have restricted validity here.
The last three features are observed for some junctions only.
The
current peak has been reported for Ge, InSb l6;0» CdSe Q+6J
and oxide junctions with Nb electrode, and is therefore not related to
the barrier material. It is most characteristic with Nb electrode
but is also found in Pb-Zn-Oxide-Pb junctions t5§l The latter was
explained by induced gaplessness on the electrode surface.
Investigations of the oxide junctions suggest that this excess
current is caused by tunnelipg through intermediate impurity states
that are due to adsorbed 0•
We believe this same mechanism is applicable to semiconductor-
barrier junctions because 0 can always be adsorbed on the amorphous
semiconductor surface especially during the oxidation process
required to oxidize pinholes. For Ge, this is consistent with the
fact that evaporated Ge has been shown to possess a porous structure
and the uptake of 0p is significant even at an ordinary high vacuumn
pressure of 10 mm Hg£?7l
ZBA .as many possible forms and causes. It can be caused by
paramagnetic impurities of the barrier tSl. It can also be due to
two step tunneling process for non-stoichiometric barrier containing
superconducting particles. The latter has been observed with CdS
barrier [51]-
3.2.2 Review and systematic interpretation of previous results
Here, we present an unprecedentedly simple interpretation
of previous results, We aim at a simple and yet physical and
unambiguous presentation.
Semiconductor-barrier Josephsoipunctions have not been
sufficiently investigated, Josephson tunneling through the
S1 barrier has been achieved for only a few S' materials.
These are Ge, InSb, CdS, Pb Te, Te and Si. The reported
investigations by different groups are not unanimous. The
theory has not been well presented and different models are
proposed.
'We suggest that all sandwich type Josephson junctions
can be well interpreted by classifying the weak coupling
layer into:
(l) Tunneling barrier region of potential barrier
We shall also denote this region by -1 unless the
distinction is not clear.
(2) Normal region, N.










We use the simple energy band diagram with a Fermi energy E_
.j—
at equilibrium, and all the usual pictures of band bending,
surface states, Schottky barrier and ohmic contact etc. apply.
We have made no distinction among insulator, semiconductor
and normal conductor. They only differ quantitatively. But
we shall distinguish between a forbidden gap and an energy band.
At zero voltage across tire sandwich, that region where E„
falls within a forbidden gap is a barrier region. When E falls
F
within an energy hand, it is an N region.
The distinction is intuitive. In a superconductor, the net
attractive interaction potential, V, due to phonon-mediated
short-range interaction between electrons results in condensation
of quasi-particle electrons within an energy range below
Ej, to Cooper pairs with k corresponding to an
unperturbed Fermi state in the same energy range above E.
Hence, there must be energy states just above the background
Fermi sea for real cooper pairs to exist. This is our present
difference between the and N regions of the non-superconducting
layer«
The sandwich is an inhomogeneous system. We use the
spatially dependent pair potential,A(r), which corresponds to
the above gap parameter,A, in the spatially invariant case of
the microscopic BCS theory
In accordance with de Gennes1 macroscopic quantum mechanical
approach [j?()),
where interaction potential
is the condensation amplitude;V-'
annihilation field operator.
The standard notations and physical interpretations of
quantum theory for a many body system apply here. For instance,
F(r) is the probability amplitude of finding a Cooper pair at r.
For N region, F(r) decays with distance away from 3 region.
Cooper pairs, which originally have energy. Ep in the superconductor
can exist as real Cooper pairs there because of the availability
of energy levels there.
For (fQ region, the Cooper pairs can tunnel across. The
tunneling matrix element T depends on the barrier height, thickness
and shape. For slowly varying, in one dimensional case,
where mean barrier height
d: barrier thickness.
We consider the dirty limit
electron mean free path
coherence length
in which diffusion dominates. We also use the one-frequency
approximation of the linearized Ginzberg-Landau equations,
following the de Gennes-Werthamer approach of proximity effect f6l, 62J
Other relevant parameters are
Diffusion coefficient
Coherence length
The boundary conditions are
1. Diffusion current is continuous
at surface
at interface of 2 conductors
2. Condensation amplitude normalized against density of states
is continuous
3. Tunneling across barrier from conductor 1 to conductor 2
We apply these analysis to interpret all the previous results
on S-S'-S junctions. The energy band diagram, with the corre¬
sponding FN variation for S and N and the tunneling probability
T foi i are schematically represented in Fig. 31- 35 for
five types of sandwich junctions. The representation is only
qualitative since some of the above arguments are strictly for
dirty limit only. Fig.3la refers to oxide barrier and Fig.32
does not correspond to any reported S-S'-S configuration. These
are included for completeness.
We have classified the previous results in Tablel but we
only include those presented with sufficient evidence for
Josephson tunneling. Tableland Fig.3-1- 35 are self-explanatory
but we further make the following comments:
1. Purely lowering of tunneling barrier , in Rftmicnnduntor
only givesJosephson tunneling for d 15 nm onlv (Fie:.5.1)
For intrinsic and amorphous semiconductors, the required d
is further reduced tc nm. The latter is used by Keller
and Nordmar with Ge and InSb barrier. Their barrier
layer has high resistivity, vith -mm for Ge and
mm for InSb. We believe their Ge is amorphous
from their fabrication process. Recrystallisation of Ge
film needs an annealing temperature while
their Ge on Nb is heated to 200 C for oxidation of pinholes,
Metal induced recrystallisatioGf Ge on Nb at a lower
temperature has not been reported. The high resistivity
also suggests their @e. films are amorphous.
2. Vith degenerate semiconductor, due to proximity effect,
Josephson tunneling is possible for semiconductor thickness
up to d 300 nm depending on the other material parameters.
3. The Pb-Si Schottkv barrier i£ oV fnr» r.1 AVArl hn+
o
eV for aged Si£ 83I Hence, Huang and Van Duzer L80)
obtained junctions with either or N dominating the barrier
(Fig.3) resulting in Ij smaller or zero.
CdS and In are known to form ohmic contact C8. Upon optical
illumination, the optically generated holes are captured in
the very long life time trapping levels, resulting in increasing
conduction electron concentration and the Inwrs until
the semiconductor ,becomes degenerate (Fig.%3)•
Cardinne et al. presented the different types of I-V characteristics
and interpreted them as a trend for increasing spurious
currents [82]. We suggest this is a general trend of increasing
damping, the characteristic changing from hysteretic to
nonhysteretic. We have calculated the damping factors for
three of their reported junctions following this trend. We
used the damping factor of McDonald et a] and the
following relationship
The unknown externally shunted capacitance, junction
areas and current densities are not considered. Their
variations among junctions are assumed small and will not
upset the trend in fable 32, Fven then, the qualitative
agreement with the model and computations of McDonald et el.
is striking as the latter is for small S-I-S junctions at
T= 0 K only.
We expect S-I-S and S-S'-S junctions of the type
S S resemble each other in manv resnects and that their
junctions are S-N -N-S junctions which essentially behaves
as S S junctions with reduced.
3.2.3 Applications— Present state of art
The advantages of S-S'-S junctions over oxide barrier junctions are
lower capacitance and higher damping of parasitic oscillations,, Only Te
junctions have up to now been reported in the following applications:
1. rf-biased superconducting quantum interference devices
(SQUID) C76l
2. Memory loop with a junction switching time 6? ps 585186jL
3. Logic element in latching, non-latching and self-resetting
modejjS6), with lower Q value than oxide junctions.
As the capacitance of a junction will short the higher
frequency em waves, S-S'-S junctions are expected to provide better
high frequency coupling. The emitted power is
from which a higher for S-S'-S junction is obvious. Yet, the
microwave response of S-S'-S junction has not been reported.
Lots of S-S'-S junctions with low Jj and were attributed
to:
(1) undesired oxide layer formation on top electrode from
adsorbed 0 during pinhole oxidation process
(2) higher barrier due to surface states and oxidation of the
semiconductor
(3) unpredictable interdiffusion between electrode and semi¬
conductor. Storage in liquid is required to prevent aging.
IV. THEORY
4.1 Proximity effect
We only outline the brief theoretical basis for our measure¬
ments. The relevent analysis will be discussed vith the results
in section VI.
4-1 -1 ProYi mi tv effer.t fnr» .Tn sen harm pffpn-
From the analysis from section III, we expect the region
must be very narrow. Alternately, a degenerate semiconductor
should be used.
For a sandwich junction, J (T) and J (d) can provide
J J
information for the BCS interaction parameter N(0)V of the N
For S-N-5 (Fig. 32), de Gennes showed
layer. The properties are different from the simple S-
junction vith oxide barrier.







at the -N interface
(4.3)




With linear approximation for F and with some approximations,
Greenspoon and Smith j88j showed
For t
and for




















and is related to the A and the tunneling matrix
element as considered in above section.
4.1.2 Proximity effect for function resistance
For S-N-S at Tck TT and with V 0, Clarke et al. £89}
used the resistance measurement R(T) to estimate N (0) V for
N N
clean limit and T
We show here the relation for dirty limit. Fig.4.1 show
the Andreev scattering [90J process in half of a symmetrical
S-N-S junction. R(T) is reduced by a factor of
x (T) is given by
o
(x (T))= kpTO JD
exp (-qNx)









4.2 GeTe film properties
Evaporated GeTe film is a highly-doped multi-valleyed semiconductor
and satisfies the theoretical criteria of Cohen C9XJ as a superconducting
semiconductoro
This in turn implies N(0)V) 0 and it will be a suitable
material to test the proximity effect relations®
With deficiency in Ge, Ge Te has n
and is superconducting: with f depending on n
Tt has t.bp fnllnwiriP' room terrmeratlire mrameters fV)
f 95]
Alsowith x0.02, GeTe is expected to satisfy the dirty limit.
Further the bulk electron mean free path is related to mobility
1 (d) for film thickness d can be estimated using the method oi
'Tavap+• Q1
Evaporated GeTe is amorphous, but it is easily recrystallisei
completely [61 and will form a uniform barrier for tunneling.
As prepared, it is highly doped by nonstoichiometry, making-
it conveniently available in degenerate form. 3y proximity effect, w
expect Josephson effect is possible for larger thickness d and hence
lower junction capacitance and improved high frequency coupling is
anticipated by using GeTe for S-S'-S Josephson junction.
21 EXPERIMENTAL
5-1 Low temperature section (Fig.5.1]
We use a 5-liter superinsulated dewar (superconducting
Technology Inc.),with screening of Earth's field. Magnetic field B
is applied with a superconducting solenoid wound from Nb coated
wire (Imperial Metal Industries Ltd., Niomax-S). The solenoid
current I„ to B conversion factor is obtained from Hall-
Jti
probe magnetometer measurement at room temperature and are
checked against the theoretical value from calculations to show
no current leakage of the solenoid winding.
Solenoid:
IhB= 33.05 LT mA-1
L= 0.196 H at 300
Samples are housed in a Cu container with openings to
allow for thermal stability in He gas and for access to liquid
or gaseous He. The vertical position of the sample along the
cryostat can be adjusted from outside without upsetting the
air tight He endosure.
Temperatures above k-m2 K are achieved with the enclosed
sample adjusted to a variable height above the liquid helium
level.
Temperature measurement is made with a 47 XX carbon resistor
(Oxford Instruments, Allen-Bradly) or a GaAs diode (Lake Shore
Cryotronics, Inc. TG 100PM) thermally in contact with the
sample container, using constant current source (Keithley 225)
and voltmeter (Hewlett Packard 365A digital multimeter).
Temperatures below f.2K are maintained by reducing the
helium vapour pressure with rotary pump (Edwards, ES 330)
and pressure regulator (Lake Shore Cryotronics, Inc., 329). The
vapour pressures are also taken by a Hg manometer (home made)
to give the temperatures. The accuracy with GaAs diode and
helium vapour pressure is within 0.1 K. Lowest temperature
achievable is ,2.17 K, the liquid helium point.
Arrangements for liquid helium level indication, helium gas
conservation, gas flow and top plate of dewar etc. are home
made, and all standard cryogenic techniques and precautions
are observed.
5.2 Thin film facilities and materials
Our thin films are prepared by thermal evaporation in a
-6
vacuum coating unit (Edwards 306) at a pressure of2 x 10~ mrrr
with diffusion pump and rotary pump. Some home made
modifications enables multilayer deposition up to k layers at
variable substrate temperatures can be carried out vithout
exposing the substrate to air. But these full facilities
were not yet set up for many of the earlier samples.
The coater has a selector of k position sources. An open
ended glass cylinder is used and the substrate holder and
masks are mounted to above (Fig.52). Up to k masks can be
mounted on a rotatable mask holder (Fig.5-3)- The selected
mask fits to the substrate holder through alignment slots.
The substrate is held up side down by screws at the k corners
of the substrate. Inert photoresist drops are first applied
to the corners and dried, so that the screw ring edges hold
rigidly without causing undue strain
the substratyCFig.Corresponding holes are made on
the masks and mask holders so that the mask can pass through
the screws and touch the substrate (Fig.5b). The substrate
holder is mounted at the center of the top cover to a Cu block,
which can either be cooled or heated. The block is attached to
the bottom of a stainless steel cup with double wall at the upper
part to provide thermal insulation from the top cover. Cooling
is through conduction with ice or liquid N added to the
cup.
Alternately, it can be heated, with filament winding, which is
electrically insulated by mica sheets. (Fig.5.5) The temperature
of the substrate is measured with chromel-constantan thermal
couple attached to the substrate holder with GE vanish.
The wide junction masks are made by chemically etching on
Mo sheet using standard photographic technique. For small
junction incorporated with MIC, we used Cu-Be bimetallic mask,
Ni plated in the Allied-Kelite process (Richardson CO.)
Ordinary microscope glass slides when used as substrates
are found to yield films of poorer texture. Flat pyrex glass
substrates of size 23 x 26 x 1.4 mm are used. But for junctions
requiring microwave coupling, we use the Corning pyrex glass
substrates (Corning 7059) of 25«4 x 254 x 0.813 mm size and
within---6 nm smoothness. The dielectric constant is£ 2:5.75
J
and tangent loss is tan£- O.OO36 at 7- 8 GHz at room temperature.
Before use, the ordinary pyrex glass is washed successively
with Chromic acid, mixture of Aqueous NH solution, II~Cn, H„0 (1:1:5-
J d d d
and mixture of HC1, 2 5) S0°C, rinsing vith
deionized water after each step and baked dry in oven.
Corning glass is attacked by strong chemicals and is washed
with the Micro cleaning solution (International Products
Corp.) at 60°C and with deized water in ultrasonic cleaner.
For electrode film, we use Pb, Pb 0In~ or Sn. The rawU• y U• 1
metal lumps are cut from metal ingots (Ventron, 99999% pure).
Pb 0InQ is prepared by alloying the weighed metals in clean
glass tube sealed under vacuum. Pb and Pbn nInn_ are evaporatecU• y U JL
from Mo boat. Sn is evaporated from Ta bqat with Ta yires
wrapping the Sn lump to provide reduction of tin oxide formed
even in high vacuum
The metal films show little features (Fig.5.6a) under
polarized optical microscope (Leitz Orthoplan 81075)
but irregularities begin to appear for a film thickness -300 nn
or when handled less skillfully (Fig.56b).
We use Ge or GeTe as semiconducting barrier. They are evaporated
from a Aln0 crucible (R.D.Mathis Co., C9- AO), heated by W wire
c. 3
from outside. A metal foil radiation shield (home made) is used
to prevent heating of other parts of the coater, so that pressure
does not rise above 2 x 10 mm Hg during slow evaporation.
Doped Ge is prepared by melting weighed Ge and A1 in vacuum
sealed quartz tube in oven at ~1100°C and quenching in water
to prevent segregation. GeTe is prepared similarly from Ge and
Te, but commercially prepared GeTe (Materials Research Corporation)
is used in the later samples. Resistivity measurements of GeTe
film from both sources show the same recrystallization characteristics.
Film thickness measurements and monitoring are made with
a circuit (home made) to measure the oscillation frequency
change of a vater cooled 6 MHz crystal (Marconi Co.Ltd. Q01670A)
as the film is simultaneously deposited on it. It has been
calibrated against optical interference measurements on thicker
film. Direct weighing method is also used with electronic
balance.
5.3 Laser induced recrvstallizatior
Laser spot is used to recrystallize GeTe film. We use a
power laser system (Laser Associates 211 Laser system) with
fU-by. laser of 1 ms pulse time and maximum power -20 J,
but the required power for recrystallization of GeTe is
generally vithin 1 J, being larger for smaller film thickness.
Calibrated filters are used to reduce the power.
Pover measurement is by direct measurement with photocell
and power meter in a calibration pulse immediately before each
actual recrystallization pulse. The photocell blocks the sample
in the calibration and, in cases of very low power, the filters
are taken off in the calibration, to be corrected mathematically
latter.
Alignment of the samples's position is made at the continuous
mode of the laser.
We expect to get small recrystallized spot by focussing the laser
beam, but our crude lens can only give mm diameter beam spot.
We managed by using low power, increasing successively up to the
threshold value, when recrystallized spots just begin to appear on the
GeTe film. With care and practice, recrystallized spots of •-v.'OYm
in diameter are possible.
5.4 DC measurement
The dc measuring system is shown in the block diagram (Fig.p.7),
using the following equipments:
Control box
dc supply (Farnell L3ODT Dual stabilized power supply)
dc voltmeter (Keithley 155 Microvolt nulldetector or Keithley 14-7
Nanovolt null detector)
Cine wave generator (Farnell LFM2 Cine-square oscillator)
xReference Unit (Brookdeal 422)
Low noise amplifier (Brookdeal 4-50)
Coherent filter (Brookdeal 467)
Phase sensitive detector (Brookdeal 4ll)
X- Y recorder (Hewlett Packard 7035D)
Constant current supply (home made), with heavy capacitive damping to
prevent 1- transients and
oscillations.
Ammeter (Hewlett Packard 365A digital multimeter)
Four probe measurement is used for the junction, and the junction
supply can be entirely flating and operated by battery only for the
lower nower level operations,
The sine wave generator floating output, dc voltmeter and X- Y
recorder x-axis ing input share a common potential reference with
the junction voltage feedback. The batterydc supply floating output
and the control box circuit share another common reference potential.
Screened floating double-line cable is used, and the screening is
common to the control box case, which is grounded through the cryostat
case. All the other measuring instruments are dc isolated from them.
Low noise coaxial cable is used for the FSD system.
Extreme care is exercised against noise, ground loop and
transients, exceot that the room is not screened.
5.5 AC measurement
Microwave can only be applied to the junction in our system.
Loss of microwave power in microstripline is minimized by
enclosing the sample in a microstrip box (home made) (Fig. 5.8cL)
A thin Pb foil between the substrate and a backing Cu plate is use
as a superconducting ground plane for the stripline and to provide
soft backing when fixing the subtrate rigidly (Fig.5.9).
A cryogenic semi-rigid coaxial cable, which has Cu coated stainless
steel outer shield, is coupled through a launcher (0SM2AA-16002) to
a 50XL microstripline of the MIC on the substrate. A tiny soft In
bead soldered to the stripline after coated with photoresist provides
p-nnd contact to the launcher.
The upper part of the coaxial cable is enclosed in a hollow
stainless steel rod. The dc lead wires to the substrate also go
through the rod and the two ends of the rod is vacuum sealed with low
temperature eooxv.
The rod's vertical position is adjustable by sliding through
air-tieht rubber O-ring at a top cover (Fig.5.1022 »bi











The JackN adaptor is joined through flexible coaxial cable
(Alpha wire 92194 RG-214U) and standard connectors (Hewlett Packard
or PS) to a microwave source (Hewlett Packard 869:B Sweep oscillator
at the 4-8 GHz frequency range (Hewlett Packard 8693). Fixed
attenuators (Hewlett Paclard 8492n 10dB or 3G dB) are inserted for
the lower power measurements.
The applied rf power to the microstrip box launcher from the
source through the composite circuit of cables and connectors is
calibrated against the source output dial by measuring the power
at the launcher end of the cryogenic coaxial cable. The calibration
is, however, only carried out at room temperature outside the cryostat
with a -power meter (Hewlett Packard 32A)
5.6 Microstrip design
The complete microstrip circuit (Fig.5.8cL)consists of two
independently biased junctions in series connectionVfwo half wavelength
resonators along a 0SlL microstripline, and three low pass filters for
dc leads. Each junction is coupled to an end of an external cavity.
The junctions are of cross-type but in-line electrode configuration is
used. Each junction, therefore, need two filters for dc connections,
one filter being shared by both junctions.
The upper resonator, of a 9. mm length of 5u.O_ line and with
a lowest resonance frequency of -7.255 GHz, is formed by a cut from the
vertical 50JL line so that the microwave source is dc isolated from the
junction. The lower resonator, with the upper end coupled to the
junction, has the lower end coupled through a launcher to a 0 jTL
termination load outside the microstrip box.
The filters provide ac isolation between the junction and the
dc leads. The Elliptic function low pass filter, designed using design
data referencegive3 HB attenuation at the resonator frequency.
The prototype, microstrip realization and their performance have been
given elsewherejjOOjand we reproduce the figures here(Fig.5.1l).
VI EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Our results with Ge barrier will be discussed elsewhere
(Appendix IV). Here, we discuss our fabrication method and
results with GeTe. But, before that, we show very briefly our
results with amorphous GeTe barrier and large area junctions.
6.1 With amorphous GeTe
GeTe evaporated at room temperature is amorphous and has a
high resistivity of mm. We had previously mentioned
quasiparticle tunneling with amorphous GeTe barrier L.8J. We
now present the results for Pb
junction of c Fig.6.1 shows the I-V characteristic
and The I-V characteristic shows the quasiparticle
tunneling and the energy gap. The amorphous GeTe barrier
junction has a high resistance, so that
In additional to -2 A, there are two other conductivity
maxima, due to longitudinaltransverse phjCnon spectrum
of the strong-coupling superconductor used as
electrodes. Their energies agree with the first and second
spectrum peaks of Pb, but the smaller peak corresponding to
impurity states of In in Pb is not resolvable. The rectifying
nature is due to junction s inherent assymmetry caused by
interdiffusion or oxidation. The evaporated amorphous GeTe
is -9% less dense than the bulk simiconductor L.6J. This suggests
locations for O2 absorption and adsorption causing oxidation
of the upper Pb film. For oxide barrier junction, the present
spectrum had been reported by a number of workers. Second
derivative is also used to extract information from the tunneling
characteristics and the information is used to calculate
the phonon spectrum and to test the theory for strong-coupling
superconductor. This has been reviewed by McMillan and Powell.
In our present case, we show that a high resistivity semiconductor
such as amorphous GeTe can also serve as a tunneling barrier
for the investigations.
6.2 Crystallised GeTe imnerfect junction
Fig.6.2 shows the results for a recrystallisec. GeTe wide
junction which is imperfect as indicated by a SLUG type Tt(H).J
GeTe is crystallized with a substrate temperature of 17C°C
during evaporation. The junction resistance is higher than
that expected from the resistivity fr of crystallised
GeTe and junction geometry showing possible interdiffusion
at the high temperature used. There is also increased
possibility of getting micro-shorts due to possible grain motio:
of the base electrode during and after heat treatment. The
microshort behaviour is shown in Fig.6.2a, with subsequent
subharmonic structures shown in Fig.6.2b. R(T) vs. Pf in Fig.6.;
gives the qualitatively expected decrease of R(T) for decreasing
T, as discussed in section T.1.2 for S-N-G sandwich.
6.3 Thermally crystallized GeTe
The above results show high temperature treatment is
undesirable. We tried to crystallise GeTe at a lower temperature.
The crystallisation of GeTe film is indicated by four probe
resistance measurement of a simultaneously evaporated GeTe film.
We also compare the resistances and R of parallel films of
GeTe and Pb for overlapping and non-overlapping configurations
(Fig. 6.3a). This crude method serves as qualitative indications
for severe interdiffusion. The results show that R 3 R by
+
10% as T is increased above 150°C.
The GeTe junctions thus prepared with GeTe completely
crystallised are superconducting up to the critical temperature of
the superconducting electrode films. The film turning normal is
characterized by reversed voltage due to the inexact four probe
resistance measuring method with normal electrode films[ Q.2
The oxidation conditions have been checked against an oxide junction
on the same substrate (Ftp-- 6_3h)_
This means we had to try heated substrate with T gsub during
evaporation rather than heating the substrate to after
evaporation of the semiconductor film. The substrate is then
immediately but smoothly cooled down to I1 for pinhole
oxidation.
fi .k Junction with thermally crystallized GeTe
We reduce the effective junction area by using
We tried with samples for which the resistance R of the monitor!
film shows no measurable crystallisation. This is however only a
rough guide due to different materials of Pb and glass for the
GeTe filfln. This is reported in Appendix III.
We expect the existence of some microscopic cystallized nuclei
grains. As the resistivity of amorphous GeTe is much higher.
the rest of the semiconductor can be regarded as very
thick insulating barrier giving no Josephson effect.
Fig. 6.3a shows the IT (H) for such a Pb- GeTe- Pb junction.
This shows evidence of Josephson tunneling but the IT(H) is not well
behaved. This is expected from the irregular geometry; the
Fraunhofer diffraction pattern holds for uniform rectangular barrier
only. The I,(II) appears to have a smaller period (B =2.3mT) modulatedI
heavily by a larger period (B =8mT).
Using for one flux quantum enclosed in the
junction and
kjnm, which is an average value over some literature
values
-126nm.
The B.'s correspond to effective junction widths of
which agrees in order of magnitude to a nucleation nucleus.
The junction has 6 mQ. A short of Pb bridge of th
dimension W would give a much greater IT.,
and is therefore unlikely.
On the other hand, assuming the effective junction area A
lies in the range
gives
which agrees with p for GeTe.
The maximum critical density is
where is used
This is probably the highest reported for semiconductor barrier
junction. For oxide junction, Jh. as high as has onlj
been reported for very small Pb 0 In oxide junctions.
The Josephson penetration depth is
where is used.
This corresponds to a small junction, as is also seen from the
Ij(H), which is only slightly inclined due to small contribution
from self-field.
The IjKww 16i.V, is significantly lower than the theoretical
value of Ambegaokar and Baratoff, but is already much larger than
most reported S-S'-S junctions [2J in the early stage o f this t.
of work.
We have also qualitative inferred a supercurrent density
distribution using the method of Dynes and Fulton [_fc|], and using
an effective rectangular geometry for the junction. This is ahso
shown in Fig. 6.ha. The fact that Jj is more concentrated at i;he
centre is anticipated from the geometry of a growing nucleus of
crystallization.
Fig. 6.hb shows the I (T). The spread of data is due to
self-field and interference for an irregular geometry. There is
insufficient data to fit to the models but there is apparently some
resemblance to the It(T) of S-0 -N-S or -N-0 -S for certainJ D D D
parameters, but not S-N-S. region can be formed by interdiffusion
or surface states.
The I—V characteristic is shown in the inscription of Fig. 6.0b.
6.5 Junction with laser-crystallized GeTe.
The success of the above junction fabrication method depends on
the existence of one and only one crystallisation nucleus only in the
vhole junction area. Otherwise, there is quasiparticle tunneling only.
The I (H) is of SLUG type due to interference between a number of
junctions and is indistinguishable from microshorts. The reproducibility
is certainly poor.
We develop the following method to crystalline GeTe by laser.
This has a further advantage of reducing interdiffusion at the hig!
substrate temperature required for evaporation.
6.5.I Fabrication
The general experimental detail is given in Section 7.
following describes some particular fabrication steps of a
sample to be discussed here.
Pb film of and with filter section (Pig. 6.ha)
and connection pads is first evaporated on a corning glass
substrate. GeTe evaporation follows (Pig. 6.4b) after about
20 minutes to allow for crystal stabilisation of the Pb film.
The chamber is then filled with 0,. to atmospheric pressure,
and the substrate heated to T 60°0 for 15 minutes. We
sub
believe this preliminary pinhole oxidation procedure will avoi
oxidation inhibition due to adsorption of N0 on Pb surface whei
the sample is exposed to air. The sample is unloaded from
the chamber for laser induced crystallisation (Appendix III)
of a tiny spot. Time of exposure of the sample to air is made
as short as possible. The sample is replaced into the chamber,
which is then evacuated and filled up with Cu to repeat the
above pinhole oxidation procedure. The final top Pb film to
be evaporated contains also the resonators (Pig. 6.4c). The
sample is spinned a thin coating of photoresist as a protective
layer as well as for soldering of lead wires with In directly
on the film. The completed MIC sample has been shown above
(Pig. 5.8).
6.52 dc properties
Fig.6.6a shows the I (H). Again, the junction is not aJ
uniform and rectangular one. The I-V characteristic (Pig.6.6b)
is non-hysteretic. The I-V at B= 6.6mT shows the junction is
actually a Josephson junction or at least the by far major supe
current component is due to Josephson tunneling.
Using the same analysis as for the thermally crys+a
junction, but assuming this time a circular grain of cys
GeTe, we obtain the following parameters:
period
Effective junction diameter:
this corresponds a little self-field effect.
The junction capacitance is
but it is shunted by the parallel capacitance o~r lOpt
of the amorphous GeTe region.
The above values can only be regarded as order of
magnitude estimates due to the uncertainty of actual junctic
geometry. We had not examined with optical microscope the
crystalline GeTe geometry prior to evaporation of top
electrode for technical problems against the requirement to
avoid exposing the sample to air for longer time. Ve also
have not examined it by first destructively etching away the
Fb electrode in order to conserve the junction for future
measurements.
Compared with the previous junction, this junction has
larger A, smaller JT,,, but higher T R. This may be
JM° J NN
qualitatively explained by an increased barrier regi on•
This is anticipated from the R value which is comparatively
higher than when R. ,is due to P of GeTe only. Hence I_
fsk' 1 c -J
decreases but it is overcompensated by the increase in?: i i 1•.
to get a higher I R. The 2 S-S' interfaces are not
symmetrical as can be observed in the asymmetry of the I-V
characteristics (Fig. 6.6b). The increased 0,3 might be due
to the oxidation conditions. In the previous junction,
pinhole oxidation is carried out after GeTe is crystallised
and is roughly as compact as bulk [jc• For this junction,
the preliminary pinhole oxidation can cause Cu absorption and
oxidation as the GeTe is still amorphous and probably somevhat
porous.
•53 ac properties
With the low R and high J, we expect the junction will
respond very well to applied radiation. big, 6.7a shows the
microwave induced steps. The low order current steps are very
large, but it drops off rapidly for the increasing orders.
Fig. 6.7b shows the dependence of the 0-2 orders current
step amplitudes I, on the anplied e.m. wave amplitude.
step
They are fitted to the theoretical Bessel functions of the
respective orders. The spread of the data points is partly
due to self-field and irregular junction geometry.
Actually our sample configuration consists of 2 coupled
junctions. This will permit investigation of interactions of
the 2-junction array. We expect such a high supercurrent
density junction is very suitable for such investi atior.
For this sample, however, the other .junction barrier
crystallization fails with our crude laser focusinjr technique.
VII. CONCLUSION
Previous works on S-S'-S junctions with other se- ico u-
have been reviewed with some suggestions for irterpretation.
For our present junctions with GeTe, very high Josephson
current density is possible when the semiconductor is crystalli
as a highly self-doped p-type semiconductor. In the high-
resistivity and amorphous form, GeTe will behave as an
tunneling
insulating barrier and the quasiparticleydata give the phonon
spectrum of the strong-coupling superconductor used as electrod
GeTe crystallisation can be accomplished by thermal means or
by laser irradiation. The short laser pulse time ensures
minimization of interdiffusion between the semiconductor and
electrode for semiconductors requiring high temperature
annealing to get the crystal]ised form.
The use of laser induced recrystallisation is a new method
to reduce junction area by focusing the laser beam. It also
opens new aspects of applying laser writing techniques
u the fabrication of Josephson devices of various junction
geometries. It utilizes both the inherent advantages of a
semiconductor barrier and laser writing technology. In
particular, interference devices and arrays should be
possible with semiconducting chalcogenide films. Still better
resolution might be achieved with electron lithographic
techniques.
For d y. +Onm, the I-V is non-hysteretic. We are planning
to vary the semiconductor thickness to find N(0)V for
comparison with proximity effect theory, and to see whet;
will be hysteretic with reduced semiconductor thickness;
accordance with the model of McDonald et al LlU
The ac properties of both junctions and junction arrays
of S-S'-S have not been properly investigated. With very high
supercurrent density for thick barrier, which can be interprete
in terms of a proximity effect model, the present GeTe barrier
junctions are, at least theoretically, very suitable for ac
Josephson effect applications. We have shown that it responds
sensitively to applied e.m. wave for the lower order
constant voltage steps. We expect it will also emit radiation
strongly and the junctions array will exhibit stronger
interactions than the oxide counterparts. We also plan for
investigations in this line. Honefully, we might be able to
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TABLE 3«G Models for previous semiconductor-barrier junctions
TABLE 3.2 Calculation of damping factor of McDonald et al [lj
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Fig. 3.1 S-0-S model for junction with aan
a) insulator of 1 eV
1 -2
b) p-type semiconductor of 0 '10 meV
': 1-2
c) n-type semiconductor op 0 10 meV.
Fig. 3-2 S-N-S model for proximity junction with metal or
semimetal.
Fig. 3.3 S-0 -N-S model for photosensitive tunnel junction
with conductivity storage effect
a) in the dark
b) after illumination.
Fig. 3.4 S-0-N-0p-S model for junction with degenerative
semiconductor barrier
a) with N region dominating
b) with 0 region dominating.
Fig. 3.5 S-N-0p-N-S model for S-S'-S junction with a high
electron affinity semiconductor as the barrier.
Fig. 4.1 Andrew scattering for N-S interface in halr of
an S-N-S junction.
Fig. 5.1 Cryogenic system.
Fig. 5'2 Mask and substrate arrangements inside the coatin:
uni t.
Fig. 5.3 Rotatable mask holder with 4 mounting positions
for masks.
Fig. 5.4 Method for upside-down substrate and mask fitting
and alignment.
Fig. 55 Temperature control and measurement for substrate.
The mask mount is thermally insulated from the
mask holder bv Teflon slices.
Fig. 56 Evaporated metal film with
a) smooth surface
b) irregular surface.
Fig. 5.7 dc measuring system.
Fig. 5.8 a) Stripline box with top cover removing showing:
the junctions and the microstrioline circuit
b) 2 cross-type junctions, each coupled to an
external resonator in the MIC, but only the
coupling ends of the resonators are inside the
photograph,
Fig. 5.9 Stripline box cross-section viewed from the si
with substrate etc. displaced outside.
Fig. 510 Method for microwave cable connections and dc
leads with adjustable sample height.
a) Top cover and the composite rod only
b) Top cover and the composite rod fitted to
dewar, showing also the external connections.
Fig. 511 Elliptical function low pass filter
a) Prototype
b) Realisation in microstrip form
c) filter characteristics.
Fig. 6.1 Pb 0In -GeTe-Pb QIn junction (P14.1)U• 7 U• J. U• y U• J.
Pinhole oxidation condition:
105 G in air for 1 hour
I-V and
dl
dV showing quasipar tide tunneling
with 2A and phonon spectrum of the strong-coupling
superconductor electrodes.
Fig. 6.2 Imperfect Pb 0In .-GeTe-Pb In, junction (P21.:U• U• i. (J« y (J i
with SLUG type I (H)
a) I-V characteristics at low power level
b) I-V and —at higher power level, showing
2A
subharmonic structures. The— energies are
n
also marked at the expected energies for n= 1 to p
0) R(T) vs T at 10.
Fig. 6.3 a) k probe resistivity measurement for crystallisat
monitoring and for interdiffusicn measurement
b) Gross-type junctions and dc connections.
Fig. 6.k Pb-GeTe-Pb junction (P561) with a small crystallised
spot for the semiconductor.
a) Critical Josephson current vs B field applied
parallel to junction surface.
Inscription: Rectangular barrier supercurrent
density distribution
b) It(T) for t£tJ C
Inscription: I-V characteristic at the indicated
conditions.
Fig. 6.5 Evaporation steps for the MIC junctions
a) Base Pb electrode evaporated
b) GeTe evaporated
c) Electrode film with resonators evaporated last
to improve rf coupling. Scratch is made to
complete the upper resonator and to dc isolate
the microwave source.
ig. 6.6 DC properties of a Pb-GeTe-Pb junction (6U) with
GeTe crystallised by laser at a tiny spot.
(a) Critical current vs transversely applied rn- gneti
field.
(b) I—V characteristics showing assymmetry due to
potential regions at S-S' interface.
(c) I—V characteristics at an I (H) minimum.]
Fig. 6.7 AC properties of the same junction in fig. 6.6
(a) Microwave induced steps
(b) Constant voltage step amplitude vs microwave powc
amplitude for the 0-2 orders. They are fitted to
the theoretical Bessel functions J, J_, and J~
o 1 2
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APPENDIX I( A 1
COMMENT ON SUBHARMONIC STRUCTURE IN SUPERCONDUCTIVE TUNNELIN(
AI- 2
ABSTRACT
We propose to explain the initial apparent deviation of the dependence
of subharmonic structure on the square of tunneling matrix element, M,
iX•
reported by GiaeverAin photosensitive Sn-CdS-Sn Josephson junctions.
1. INTRODUCTION
The theory and experiment each had an inconvincing point to
conclude that both odd and even subharmonic structures are caused
by Josephson effect rather than the multiparticle tunneling
mechanism suggested by Rowell and Feldmann [lJ for the even sub-
harmonic series.
The theory's query was solved by McDonold et al J_2 J. For
experimental evidence, Giaever et al j3 j had earlier measured
the dependence of the subharmonic structures on the tunneling
2
matrix element M. M, which is proportional to I, is increased
by decreasing the CdS barrier height with optical illuminations.
The measured dependence with Sn-CdS-Sn tunnel junctions changed
2
from a much faster increase to the anticipated M dependence as
the length of illumination is increased.
Giaever's results, as well as the latter numerical computations
of McDonald et al2, support the Wertamer's tunneling theory j kj
that the subharmonic structures are caused by self-detection of
Josephson radiation
Giaever distinguished the 2 types of observed dependences on
2
M as weak-coupling and strong-coupling cases, so that the M
dependence is only valid for a strongly coupled junction. However,
this has not yet been well explained.
2. Qualitative interpretation
We interpret the apparent deviation from M dependence in
terms of a Josephson junction model of McDonald et al.
In this model, a load element, known as Mattis-Bardeen J 5
superconducting load, is used to include the effects of the
superconducting electrodes, which are resistive to ac field.
The I-V curve of the junction depends, among others, on a
product of 2 ratioes Y anc
M MR
-is the ratio of the normal resistances of the M-B
load to the junction,
-is the corresponding ratio of the conductivities
at the frequency corresponding to the gap voltage.
The computations are in terms of the first parameter Y.
As Y,, increases from 0.1 to 5i the midgap structure does
M
increase rapidly at first. Then it changes slowly and finally
decreases smoothly at higher Y.
We suggest that roughly the same trend is followed in
Giaever's results, e.g. Fig.k of J 3] But they do not need to
change at the same rate due to the other parameter not being
considered. Here, the corresponding increase in Y is simply
due to photosensitivity and conductivity storage |6, 7| of the
2
GdS barrier. I., or H, is increased successively in powersd
2
of 2 over a range of 10. Hence Y also increases in a
similar manner and a normalization factor of llT is required.tj
This is straightforward in the semilog scale used in the IV
characteristics. The curves are simply shifted along the logl
where
and
axis, but the appearance also suggests Ij constant. This latter
observation will be discussed latter.
To make the comparison, it is essential to make allowances for
the following limitations.
2
1. The Sn-CdS-Sn junction is a 1 mm wide junction whereas
Wherthamer's tunneling theory is for small junction.
2. Spurious conduction for CdS barrier junction, which are
absent in the theory for S-I-S junction.
T
3. Thermal smearing at t=—- 0.3 for Giaever's measurement
c
temperature. Werthamer1s theory is for t= 0.
Change from voltage biasing to current biasing as )M is




that the CdS junctions were measured with I biasing.
It is a qualitative comparison between S-S'-S and S-I-S
junctions under different conditions. 'Thus, one of the spurious
conduction current component suggest by N-S'-N junctions for
tunneling across low potential barrier gives rise to a nearly
exponential dependence of I on V for low V. This, together with
the other factors, will explain why the higher order subharmonic
structures are less obvious.
AAcDonald et al. suggest the Sn- CdS- Sn results resemble the
Y.„ 5 —-20 cases in which the higher order subharmonics are also
smaller. This restriction is not necessary in view of so much
differences between the 2 cases. Moreover, that would not account
2
for the observed trend of the subharmonics for increasing M.
The next remark concerns the appearances of the structures.
Rowell and Feldmann classified the old and even subharmonic
series to have cusplike and steplike appearances respectively.
This is indeed observed from the computational results of
McDonald et al, except that the so called steplike structure can
also exhibit negative resistance behaviour although in a smooth
manner. Based on the appearances of the curves of McDonald et al,
a mathematical classification of the appearances of the structures
dl
is that vs. V has a discontinuity for odd harmonics but
is continuous for even harmonics. This is consistent with the
Reidel peaks at
Under current bias, even a smooth negative resistance
region will also appear as a voltage .jump and be indistinguishable
from cusplike structure.
Giaever et alclassified their observations according to
whether tunneling path is dominated by thin-spot oxide barrier
or CdS barrier which has a weaker M. The thin-spot is due to
the CdS not forming a continuous layer. Their results were
interpreted as changing from cusplike to steplike structure with
increasing illumination dosage. We suggest these results can
also be interpreted as a transition from S-I-S to S-S'-S
behaviour. A Sn-CdS-Sn junction with thin spots can be viewed
as a combination of a fixed oxide junction and a variable CdS
junction. The relative importance of the S-S'-S junction increases
with the length of optical treatment.
For an S-I-S junction at I biasing, leakage current is
small and the model of McDonald et al. is applicable. But both
the odd and even subharmonic structures may all have voltage
jump and appear as cusplike structure in the previous classification
which can be confusing. For S-S'-S junctions with rapidly and
monotonically increasing spurious conduction current, all structured
would appear as smoothed steplike structure.
Physical interpretation
The effects of the decrease in shall not be confused with
that of a solely corresponding increase in Ij, which, in the theoretical
relation of Ambegaokar and Baratoff 8j, is inversely proportional to
RNN
To put it more physically, the decrease in R has 2 distinguishable
effects, in addition to the increasing dominance of the CdG barrier
in the case of less perfect junctions. The first effect, an increase
2
in M and hence Ij, have been taken into account in the normalization
procedure.
The results of Giaever et al. show that is roughly constant,
-2
but is only 10 times the G-I-s theoretical limit. The critical
-A -2
current density of -—10 A mm is again low. It becomes vague as
how and when to classify the junction as a strongly coupled junction
at any stage of increasing illumination dosage.
The fact that the electrode material, Sn, is a strongly coupled
superconductor does not imply the two separate electrodes of the
junction are strongly coupled to each other. These are two different
things. It simply suggest an immaterial reduction factor 0.911 of
the theoretical I value[ 9]• This much reduced value o f VNN
is due to the barrier itself. It is more related to the low critical
current density rather than the low resistivity of the barrier.
The second effect is an increase of Y.., assuming R remains
rl ill
unchanged. In reality, the effective electrodes can be affected
by proximity effect. The dependence of the subharmonic
structures on Y is actually a physical one.
Both the function and the electrode interact with the
Josephson radiation. Y accounts for their different contributions
in the interactions. It determines their respective impedance
matching to detect the radiation. A change in Y changes the
importance of both interactions as well as their relative
weighinhd. In the limit Y—70, the interaction between the electrode
and the radiation is effectively excluded,resulting in no even
subharmonies• This corresponds to Giaever's results before the
junction is exposed to light, when R is obviously large and the
midgap subharmonic is obscure. As Y is increased and the effect
of the electrode becomes significant, the even subharmonies
2
appear. This is superimposed upon the M dependence and will
2
account for the apparently much faster dependence on M when R
is higher. This impedance matching should also be taken into
account to interpret the results.
With a crude comparison of Giaever's results with McDonald's
model that includes the electrodes quantitatively, we have found
better qualitative agreement to Werthamer's tunneling theory and
we believe these previous works are sufficient evidence to confirm
the Josephson effect origin of subharmonic structures.
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We have generalised the voltage-switching heating model of Iwanyshyn
et alto include all conduction processes and current paths.
All-3
INTRODUCTION
Heating effects are trivial but the recognition of them is essential.
There has been lots of confusion in the past and these effects are
only better explained in recent years.
In particular, Iwanyshyn et al, accounted for the nonlinearity and
voltage snapback in the finite resistance regions of d.c. characteristics
of various weak links as due to local heating 1i7. This model was
reported by Kao et al, to be inapplicable to their junctions [2}, but
we found it is applicable to our imperfect Pb-GeTe-Pb weak links as
we had reported before 13 1.
Here, we try to extend Iwanyshyn's model and compare it with
Giaever's model developed for a different situation.
Generalized model for voltage snapback and voltage increase
For weak links of the conventional cross configuration with
current biasing, voltage switching sometimes occurs at a current
I.
s
Iwanyshyn's model for 2 shorts can be generalized as follows:
Divide the current components through the barrier into 2 parts
and represent them by 2 equivalent paths S., through the barrier,
with resistances R-p respectively. They are divided such that
there is a net current flow Al along the electrode film from to
at IIS.
Here, the current can be due to shorts, tunneling andor
junction resistance.
The configuration and the equivalent circuit for I biasing is
shown in fig. A2.1a. and b.
In general, the actual current between and is not equal
to I, but the parameter AR is chosen such that a current of I
through it would give the same potential difference as that






There is voltage switching in the form of voltage increase or
voltage snapback at I= I according to whether d-kO or ko respectively,s
Iwanyshyn et al considered the simplified case with current due to
NT.
only 2 shorts of equal resistances and withR,= 0, so thato'C 0 and
voltage snapback is anticipated. In fact, Giaever| A] had earlier anticipated
various effects due to heating, but he considered tunneling current only.
In an attempt to illustrate the failure of normal films in four probe
measurement of tunneling characteristics, he considered a simplified case
with the electrode films in the overlapping configuration as shown in
Fig. A2.2.




Rp= normal film resistance
can be seen to result in
The cross cinfiguration is qualitatively comparable to the over¬
lapping configuration as shown in Fig. A2.3.
The equivalent circuit shown here obviously reduces to that
of our present model when one of the normal films is replaced by i
superconducting film. The present modified model, which is
essentially an extension of Iwanyshyn's model for 2 shorts, takes
all current components into consideration.
All- 7
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Fig. A2.1 Model to represent heating of a weak link junction
(a) configuration
(b) equivalent circuit
Fig. A2.2 Representation of tunneling junction in the overlapping
configuration
































METAL CONTACT INDUCED LASER WRITING OF GeTe ON Pt
ABSTRACT
We have observed metal contact induced crystallisation of GeTe on
Pb, at lover threshold energy and with enhanced refectivity contrast
between the amorphous and recrystallised phases of GeTe due to
the metal backing.
Metal contact induced crystallisation had been reported for
Si and Gei-3]. As the semiconductor film is gradually heated up,
the amorohous semiconductor film crystallizes at a lower temperaturej.
when there is a metal film backing. This reduced crystallisation
temperature depends on the metal and is emphirically related to the
eutectic temperature between the semiconductor and the metal. The
mechanism is not yet well established. But for some metal-
semiconductor system, there is experimental evidence of compound
formation or grain growth of the metal This may indicate the
crystallisation temperature depends on interdiffusion or kinetics of
mass transport at the metal-semiconductor interface.
Evaporated GeTe film is amorphous and, on ordinary substrate,
a sharp transition to the crystalline form occurs at T'150°C
for film thickness d35 nm, the crystallisation temperature increasing
as d is reduced CD-
Ge Te, compound, a member of the Te based chalcogeniae, isX -L—X
also of interest for data processing applications due to the change
of dielectric constant as the film is crystallised or reamorphised.
previous reports use the conventional substrates.We have investigated
whether the metal contact induced crystallisation will also apply
for GeTe.
We use evaporate amorphous GeTe on a pWiously evaporated Pb
film on glass substrate, and He-Ne laser (Laser Associates 211) at
1 ms pulse time. The recrystallisation under these conditions is
sharp and complete at macroscopic local regions. We have checked this
with GeTe of d 2:100 nm. The substrate is blocked with a Gu wire
during evaporation of the Pb backing film. This gap serves for
resistivity measurement of GeTe on jlass. The resistivity of the
A -3
base GeTe on glass changes from x 10 to 2x 10 XI mm on
recrystallisation. This corresponds to increase reflectivity
observable with the bare eye and the boundary between the tvo
phases is sharp. There is also practically no difference between
GeTe on glass and GeTe on lead (Fig. A JJ.) for this GeTe thickness.
This is expected since the GeTe film is already nearly reflecting,
implying dA i where A is the penetration depth of ootical
' op' 'op
radiation.
For thin GeTe with d —20 nm, thecrystallisation requires higher
laser power, in qualitative areement with the thermally induced
transformation CO. The GeTe on glass requires nearly damaging
laser power and the reflectivity contrast is small, whereas the
GeTe on Pb recrystallises at a comparatively lower power and gives
better contrast (Fig.A3.2a).
For transparent substract backing, the light reflected from
surface is to be contrasted so that £n(£=£+ i£,?) is
important. With the metal backing, there is an additional interfering
light component reflected from the metal surface with absorption in
GeTe for the double journey, hence 'also clays a role to
contribute to the contrast.
We have not yet made quantitative investigations. The required
laser power is inferred by the distance of the phases boundary
from the center of the laser gaussian beam. By using lower power
with no damage of the film, the GeTe on glass has not recrystallised
from both visual observation and resistivity measurement, whereas
GeTe on Pb has already grown to macroscopic grains (Fig. A3«2b).
We are planning to investigate for possible re-amorphisation
with shorter laser pulse time, in order to establish whether the
enhanced contrast with the metal backing can be potentially,
applicable to laser writing, reading and erasing on chalcogenide
films.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS:
Fig. A3JL. Recrystallisation of GeTe film on Pb and on glass with
GeTe thickness d —100 nm. The crystalline phase is
more reflecting.
Fig. A3£. Recrystallisation ofGeTe film on Pb and on glass with
d20 nm.
(a) The phases boundary is at a larger distance from
center of laser beam when there is Pb metal film
backing. Enhanced reflectivity contrast is also
shown.
(b) With lower laser power
The GeTe on glass has not recrystallised. The



























IMPERFECT WEAK-LINK JUNCTIONS WITH GE BARRIER
ABSTRACT
We have investigated the possibility of using Ge as a thick barrier
for Josephson tunneling and we propose to explain the differences
among the previous results
1. INTRODUCTION
Very thin Ge behaves as an insulating barrier and Josephson
tunneling is possible for barrier thi ckness nm l] with
essentially oxide junction characteristics. With thick Ge,
different results of quasi-particle tunnel ing [_2] and anomalously
high zero voltage current j_3~( have been reported®
We have investigated junction with thick Ge barrier
thickness of d= 20- 200 nm• We have taken into account the
thickness, doping level and crystallization of the semiconductor,
as well as electrode considerations against the occurrence of
micr oshorting»
2. RESULTS
Our junctions are of the conventional cross configuration.
The well behaved junctions give quasi-particle tunneling with
large excess current. If the base electrode is not well prepared
0. ft the junctions are sensitive to electrical transients and
and microshorting can occur even with sufficient pinhole
oxidation.
Fig. Ah.1 shows the quasi-particle with Pb In as base
electrode Hillock formation f5] of Pb causing shorts is
suppressed with the dilute Pb-Tn alloy If pure Pb is used
as base electrode and with air for pinhole oxidation, the
junctions are mostly shorted (Fig aA2) due to hillock
formation and adsorption which inhibits oxidation. Ge
highly doped with A1 to 10 mm is used as the starting
evaporant for the barrier. Ge is recrystallised by metal
contact induced recrystallisation Q6l at the high oxidation
temperature but diffusion of Pb can compensate the Al doping
resulting in a high resistance junction.
With Sn electrode well evaoorated by reducing with Ta
Qj+J, and with moderately doped Ge as barrier, normal tunneling
is again obtained showing also the Ge barrier at higher voltage.
This is shown in (Fig. A.3a). An oxide junction simultaneously
prepared on the same substrate to check the oxidation condition
for this junction shows quasi-particle tunneling only (Fig. A.3b).
Another parallel oxide junction on a different substrate oxidised
less heavily shows dc Josephson effect (Fig. A«3C)« The oxide
junctions show that the T'—80°C for oxidation is not too high
against grain motion for Sn to cause microshorts. This temperature
is used so that Ge is recrystallised on Sn L6J. The above Ge
junction has high resistance probably due to the large vapour
pressure difference between Ge and Al during thermal evaporation.
Another such junction incidently has a degenerate Ge barrier as
RCT)
shown bymeasurement (Fig. A-oa). The R (T) measurement for
T= 300K to 77 K is also used to check against significant

metallic microshorts, but this method is only meaningful or
junction resistance larger than the normal resistance o the
electrode at the junction There should be no large 0n micro-
short for this junction, otherwise P (T) would decrease fromN W
T= 300K to 77 K. The junction has T 33 K but I increases0 c
roughly exponentially for T.T and does not correspond to the
c
I (T) dependence of any type of Josephson junction. rT1he I (H)
c u
for this junction shows little periodicity up to the critical
field of S• We believe this is due to inhomogeniety of the
barrier composition. For Al-Ge film evaporated on 77K substrate,
T= 55 K decreasing to Z.kkK after annealing [7] whereas tor
c
possible A1 particles can be higher than the T= 1.18K of bulk
Alo Thus, there can be an inhomogeneous composition of Al rich
aggregates with an increasing number to become superconducting
as T is lowered If the supercurrent is actually through Ge,
it can only be due to the inhomogeneous crystallisation of Ge.
Germanium does not crystallize homogeneously Thus Ge evaporated
at room temperature does contain a little polyerystalline phase
composition [8 and the crystallisation growth rate from the
nucleation centres is slow t9l• The present junction has mm.
Another low resistance Sn-Ge-Sn junction of d'-75nmhas
T— I of Sn. I (T) is almost linear (Fim. A3sl) but T (H) ha;
c c c c
the SLUG type characteristics (Fig. A5b). Ge is crystallised
and has Q mm r..
V
Both I (H) and the known crystallization kinetics or Gehj
ATV- 6
shows that this semiconductor is not a suitable barrier for
Josephson tunneling The results of junctions with Ge barrier
2 k
of d s20- 200 nm and p~10- 1.0 Q mm shows no dc Josephson
effect. With thick barrier, Josephson effect is possible by
proximity effect for a degenerate semiconductor (lOJ, but this
resistance range is too large for proximity effect. Konig 2
has also found only quasi particle tunneling for Ge barrier of
d— 25- 80 nm.
3• WEAK LINK CHARACTERISTICS
We have also investigated the heating effect in a shorted
junction of Pb In -Ge-Pb In. The short is indicated by I (H)
J.. y• JL•) C
It is hvsteretic (Fig. AA.6a)
with another current step at high power level (Fig A+6b) The
linear I-V region extrapolated backward cut the voltage axis
at a non-zero current and is characteristic of long-bridge
~Z1
solution rilC It has I c (1-t) for T.T and T.~( 1-t)°J c c mm
where I. is the back switching current to zero voltage. The
ram.
2
junction resistance is R •=-8-7£ and IR T-10 rnV, far exceeding
the theoretical value of Ambegaokar and Baratoff£ 12]• rT1his
seemingly high I P..T.7 can be explained bv heating effects in
c NN
microshortingo As I is increased, the metallic microbridges turns
r
normal at local restrictions. As I is reached, a hot spot U
c
at the restrictions spread out along the wider parts of t e
microbridge and causes R„„ to decrease. Thus I is determined
NN c
by a smaller value of R at a restriction along a long microbri
The same applies to evaporated weak-links junctions of Iwanysh;
et al. I13j• Lipson and Stupel reported anomalously high 7jero
voltage current for do-29- 300 nm• Our calculations from thei
3-4
results shows that Ge has high resistivity £10 therefore
corresponds to the highly amorphous phase» From both theory an
experimental results discussed above, Josephson effect should
not be observable for such thickness. Their junctions have lar;
hysteresis and bridge type I-V. Our estimate from their result'
also shows I P, ;—10 mV. We note that the I (T) is rrore close'
c NN c
TXA Am
I oC l~t) rather than I Lrr— tanh —r: as claimed. All these
c c 2eR 2kT
results resemble those of our shorted junction. These features
also resemble the microbridge junctions of Smith et al. IjAj
T
r i rnin v
From the hot spot model of Skocpol et a]. 4IX., c IJL o
c
for T and Y— 0.5 for I s(l-t). We have fitted the results of
c c
Lipson et al. to the above power law for hot spot model apair
the capacitive shunted Josephson model L15] Y— is
obtained (Fig. A»7)«
U. CONCLUSION
Josephson tunneling by proximity effect through thick Ge
?- h
barrier of d 20- 200 nm and relatively high ('-10 mm is not
observable• Previously reported results for anomalously high zero
voltage current in Sn-Ge-Sn junction resemble the characteristics
of our shorted junction and of microbridge junction. Those junctions
can possibly be interpreted as due to microshorts•
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FIGURE CAPTION'
Pig Al Pb In ,-Ge-Pb In junction (p73) with Ge doped to
J• A my X
j 6 -3
Vlp 10 mm of Al as starting evaporant• Pinhole
oxidation condition: l80°C in air for 10 hours,
P. (300 K)= 5.5NN
RMM(.2K)— R T. (77 K) 278 Q
A«2 Imperfect Pb-Ge-Pb junction (14b.0 with pinhole oxidatio
conditions of 85°C in air for 1 hour.
(a) I-V with self induced steps
(b) SLUG type I (H) begaviour characteristics of multiple(J
microshorts.
A.3 (a) I-V characteristics for normal tunneling across Ge
barrier for Sn-Ge-Sn junction (13A•5)• The pinhole
oxidations are: 8o°C in CL, for 1 hour.
(b) Quasi-particle tunneling characteristics for Sn-SnOx-S:
junction (3 3 A•)• Under same oxidation conditions as
the junction in (a).
(c) 1(H) for a Sn-SnOx-Sn Josephson junction (13B.1).
The oxidation is in air and hence less severe but
with same temperature anr1 duration as in (a).
Imperfect Sn-Ge-Sn junction (12B.1) with thick recrystallise
barrier. (a) Low power resistance of junction against temp.
R.„t(T) is inexact due to intrinsic problem with normal metaNN
electrodes in k probe measurement. (b) I (T) for T T
A4.5 Imperfect Sn-Ge-Sn junction (12B.1) oxidation conditions: 80°G
in 0_ for% hour. (a) I (T) is almost linear (b) SLUG type
I (H)
A46 Shorted Pb In -Ge-Pb ..In junction (T7A• 11 with microbridge
characteristics (a) I-V with large hysteresis (b) I-V at
higher power with another step due to heating (c) T J andc
I. vs (1-t) where t=TT»
A4.7 I vs the hysteresis parameter I. I
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this Point for scaling
a= U.ozb
Iq= 112 mA
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